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 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00394 
CASE NAME: DILLARD VS FIDELITY NATIONAL F 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR FINAL APPROVAL OF CLASS ACTION 
SETTLEMENT FILED BY SUSAN DILLARD 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Plaintiffs Susan Dillard and Samantha Menchaca move for final approval of their class 
action and PAGA settlement, and separately for approval of attorney’s fees, costs, and  
representative incentive payments.  The Court will consider the motions together. 

A. Background and Settlement Terms 

The original complaint was filed February 21, 2018.  The operative complaint is the First 
Amended Complaint, filed January 16, 2019.  (Plaintiffs at one point filed a motion to leave to file 
a second amended complaint, but the motion was never heard and the pleading was not filed.) 
The First Amended Complaint alleges failure to pay required overtime, failure to maintain 
accurate records, failure to furnish proper wage statements and derivative waiting time 
violations. 

 The agreement provides three separate subclasses, a “Wage Statement Class,” an 
“Overtime” class, and a “Section 203 class” (which is a subset of the Overtime Class).  The first 
group has about 441 members, the second has about 408, and the third has about 268.  A 
gross settlement of $595,000, non-reversionary, will be paid to the Settlement Administrator.  
The employer’s share of payroll taxes (not income tax withholding) on the wage portions of the 
payments will be paid by Defendant, separate from the gross settlement amount.   

PAGA penalties would be $20,000, resulting in a payment to the LWDA of $15,000.  A 
class representative incentive payment would be made to each plaintiff in the amount of $5,000. 
Atticus Administration is the settlement administrator, and estimates costs at $12,500.  
Counsel’s supplemental declaration establishes that the administrator’s fees are capped at that 
amount.  Litigation costs would not exceed $20,000.  Attorney fees would not exceed one-third 
of the fund, i.e., $198,333.33.  The notice to the class is provided, providing the opportunity to 
object or opt out of the settlement.  The class members will not be required to file a claim.  
Various prescribed follow-up steps will be taken with respect to mail that is returned as 
undeliverable.  Any unclaimed residue in the settlement fund would be forwarded to Legal Aid at 
Work.     

Required notice of the settlement was provided to the LWDA on February 20, 2020. 

Since preliminary approval, the Administrator mailed notices to 631 class members.  88 
were returned as undeliverable.  Six had forwarding addresses.  New addresses were found for 
another 65 class members, and the notices were remailed.  Thus, notice was provided to 608 
class members.  Five opt-out requests were received (from Carla Joan Requena, Nicholas J. 
Vasquez, Lynn Jukes Vasquez, Irene Thomsen, and Taiyla Deche Jackson).There were no 
objections or disputes as to workweeks.  The Administrator states that costs are $12,109, just 
under the $12,500 cap. 

B. Legal Standards 
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The primary determination to be made is whether the proposed settlement is “fair, 
reasonable, and adequate,” under Dunk v. Ford Motor Co. (1996) 48 Cal.App.4th 1794, 1801, 
including “the strength of plaintiffs’ case, the risk, expense, complexity and likely duration of 
further litigation, the risk of maintaining class action status through trial, the amount offered in 
settlement, the extent of discovery completed and the state of the proceedings, the experience 
and views of counsel, the presence of a governmental participant, and the reaction … to the 
proposed settlement.”   

Because this matter also proposes to settle PAGA claims, the Court also must consider 
the criteria that apply under that statute. The Legislature’s express command that PAGA 
settlements be approved by the court necessarily implies that there is some substantive 
dimension to the review.  (Labor Code § 2699(l).)  The Court’s review, however, is somewhat 
hampered by the lack of guidance in the statute or case law concerning the basis upon which a 
settlement may be approved.  The Court has found no binding authority, but one federal District 
Court has addressed the issue.  In O’Connor v. Uber Techs, Inc. (N.D. Cal. 2016) 201 
F.Supp.3d 1110, 1133, the court denied approval of class action settlements that included 
PAGA claims in part because the plaintiffs’ claims added up to as much as $1 billion in PAGA 
penalties but parties settled those claims for $1 million, or 0.1% of their alleged maximum value.  
As the court stated, “where plaintiffs bring a PAGA representative claim, they take on a special 
responsibility to their fellow aggrieved workers who are effectively bound by any judgment. 
[citation omitted]  Such a plaintiff also owes responsibility to the public at large; they act, as the 
statute’s name suggests, as a private attorney general, and 75% of the penalties go to the 
LWDA ‘for enforcement of labor laws . . . and for education of employers and employees about 
their rights and responsibilities under this code.’”  (Id., at 1134.)  In that case, the LWDA itself 
filed a brief stating that “[i]t is thus important that when a PAGA claim is settled, the relief 
provided for under the PAGA be genuine and meaningful, consistent with the underlying 
purpose of the statute to benefit the pubic and, in the context of a class action, the court 
evaluate whether the settlement meets the standards of being ‘fundamentally fair, reasonable, 
and adequate’ with reference to the public policies underlying the PAGA.”  (Id., at 1133.)  The 
Uber Techs court noted that “a court may reduce the penalty when ‘to do otherwise would result 
in an award that is unjust, arbitrary and oppressive, or confiscatory.’” (Id., at 1134, citing Labor 
Code § 2699(e)(2).)  Nonetheless, the court noted that the plaintiff had provided no “coherent 
analysis” to justify the “relatively meager value” assigned to the PAGA claim.  

California law provides some general guidance concerning judicial approval of any 
settlement.  First, public policy generally favors settlement.  (Neary v. Regents of University of 
California (1992) 3 Cal.4th 273.)  Nonetheless, the court should not approve an agreement 
contrary to law or public policy.  (Bechtel Corp. v. Superior Court (1973) 33 Cal.App.3d 405, 
412; Timney v. Lin (2003) 106 Cal.App.4th 1121, 1127.)  Moreover, “[t]he court cannot 
surrender its duty to see that the judgment to be entered is a just one, nor is the court to act as a 
mere puppet in the matter.”  (California State Auto. Assn. Inter-Ins. Bureau v. Superior Court 
(1990) 50 Cal.3d 658, 664.)  As a result, courts have specifically noted that Neary does not 
always apply, because “[w]here the rights of the public are implicated, the additional safeguard 
of judicial review, though more cumbersome to the settlement process, serves a salutatory 
purpose.”  (Consumer Advocacy Group, Inc. v. Kintetsu Enterprises of America (2006) 141 
Cal.App.4th 48, 63.) 
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C. Attorney fees, costs, and representative incentive payment 

Plaintiffs seek 33% of the total settlement amount as fees, relying on the “common fund” 

theory.  Even a proper common fund-based fee award, however, should be reviewed through a 

lodestar cross-check.  In Lafitte v. Robert Half International (2016) 1 Cal. 5th 480, 503, the 

Supreme Court endorsed the use of a lodestar cross-check as a way to determine whether the 

percentage allocated is reasonable.  It stated:  “If the multiplier calculated by means of a 

lodestar cross-check is extraordinarily high or low, the trial court should consider whether the 

percentage used should be adjusted so as to bring the imputed multiplier within a justifiable 

range, but the court is not necessarily required to make such an adjustment.”  (Id., at 505.) 

Counsel’s declaration documents 336.7 hours of attorney time spent on the case.  This 

appears to be reasonable for this case.  Hourly rates of $675, $475, and $375 are used for 

different attorneys working the case, and appear to be reasonable for the type of work done.  

The calculated lodestar is $181,962.50, somewhat below the $198,333 provided by the 

settlement, yielding an implied multiplier of about 1.1.  Since a small amount of work remains to 

be done on the case, there very likely will be no multiplier.  The fee award provided in the 

settlement is reasonable and is approved.  

With respect to costs, counsel have documented $12,566.35, which is approved. 

Ms. Dillard and Ms. Menchaca each request a representative incentive payment of 
$5,000.  Ms. Menchaca estimates that she spent about 30 hours on the case.  Ms. Dillard 
estimates that she spent about 50 hours of her time on the case. They each assert that they 
spent time working with the attorneys on the case, and took some risk by being a class action 
representative.  Criteria for evaluation of representative payments are discussed in Clark v. 
American Residential Services LLC (2009) 175 Cal.App.4th 785, 804-807.  Considering those 
factors, including the recovery per class member, and the total hours spent on the case by the 
representative plaintiffs, the requested awards are approved. 

D. Discussion 

Counsel states that the estimated maximum potential recovery on the class action claims 

was $1,995,614.78.  The recovery in the settlement is therefore about 30% of the maximum 

recovery. Much of the potential liability (for wage statement violations and waiting time 

violations) does not involve actual underpayment of wages, and instead consists of civil 

penalties, which could be deeply discounted for a variety of reasons.  This is particularly so for 

the derivative “waiting time” violations.  As to the overtime claims, apparently the issue is the 

extent to which certain bonuses paid to employees were required to be used in determining the 

“regular rate of pay” from which overtime wage rates were to be calculated, or were 

“discretionary” and therefore not to be included.  (See FLSA Manual, Par. 49.1.2.4.)  

In counsel’s supplemental declaration, these issues were described in somewhat more 

detail.  Defendants maintain that internal memoranda establish that the bonuses were 

discretionary, because they were subject to discretion of various managers as to whether they 

would be paid.  Plaintiffs contend, however, that the bonuses were regular and were tied to 

objective criteria based on measurement of the employee’s response to customer service calls.  
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These contentions suggest a relatively strong case on the merits, but counsel points out that the 

actual damages are limited, because the bonuses are small relative to the other components of 

the regular rate of pay, and the number of overtime hours was relatively small.   Moreover, the 

issue arises only in months in which there were both bonuses paid and overtime worked, which 

was not every month, particularly given that the bonus program was phased out at the end of 

2017. 

Because the proposed settlement provides for the possibility of a cy pres payment to 
Legal Aid at Work, plaintiff must comply with Code of Civil Procedure section 382.4.  Counsel 
must “notify the court if the attorney has a connection to or a relationship with a nonparty 
recipient of the distribution that could reasonably create the appearance of impropriety as 
between the selection of the recipient of the money or thing of value and the interests of the 
class.”   Counsel states that “”neither the Parties nor counsel have interests or involvement in 
the governance of LAAW.”  (Emma Dec., Par. 19.)  In his supplemental declaration, counsel for 
plaintiff has clarified that neither he nor any other attorneys involved in this matter have any 
connection with LAAW, other than having designated it as the recipient of cy pres funds.  (In 
addition, at the time of final approval, assuming that the cy pres payment remains part of the 
settlement, Plaintiff’s counsel must comply with Code of Civil Procedure section 384(b).  This 
requires that the court order a date by which the parties will report to the court on the amount 
actually paid to the class members, and that the judgment shall be amended to pay the unpaid 
residue, plus interest to that recipient.) 

E. Conclusion 

Based on the materials in conjunction with the motion for preliminary approval, and the 

pending motions, the Court grants final approval, and approves the attorney’s fees, costs, and 

representative incentive payments.  Assuming that Atticus will have more costs in finishing the 

implementation, the cap of $12,500 is approved. 

Counsel is directed to prepare an order reflecting this ruling, as well as the other findings 

in the previously submitted proposed order.  Counsel is directed to prepare a judgment, which 

must provide for a compliance hearing after the settlement has been completely implemented, 

and for modification of the judgment in accordance with Code of Civil Procedure section 384(b).  

In addition, 5% of the attorney fee will be withheld pending the compliance hearing.  Finally, the 

exclusion from the class of the five members who requested it (Carla Joan Requena, Nicholas J. 

Vasquez, Lynn Jukes Vasquez, Irene Thomsen, and Taiyla Deche Jackson) shall be reflected in 

the judgment.  
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 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00394 
CASE NAME: DILLARD VS FIDELITY NATIONAL F 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR ATTY FEES, COSTS AND SERVICE PAYMENTS 
FILED BY SUSAN DILLARD, SAMANTHA MENCHACA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 See Line 1. 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00816 
CASE NAME: LEE VS WILKINS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR QUASH COMMISION TO TAKE OUT OF STATE 
DEPOSITION FILED BY KINGSFORD CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, LLC, MICHAEL 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
  Defendants (collectively “Kingsford”) move to quash a deposition subpoena commission 

obtained by Plaintiff in order to take the deposition of an out-of-state non-party, Yale Investment 

Office. 

 While having some context to the dispute is important, the parties devote much of their 

briefing to discussing the overall merits of the case and the conduct of opposing counsel.  For 

the most part, this is not material to the Court’s decision and will not be discussed. 

Where a party seeks to prevent the issuance of a commission to take an out-of-state 

deposition, the moving party has the burden of establishing good cause for the requested relief.  

(Dow Chemical Co. v. Superior Court (1969) 2 Cal.App.3d 1, 6.) 

Generally, anything relevant to the subject matter of the litigation is discoverable.  (Code 

of Civil Procedure, § 2017.010.)  The Court, however, may limit the scope of discovery where it 

determines that the burden, expense, or intrusiveness of the discovery in question “clearly 

outweighs the likelihood that the information sought will lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence.”  (Code of Civil Procedure, § 2017.020(a).)   Thus, the Court had significant discretion 

to limit discovery where appropriate.  (Greyhound Corp. v. Superior Court (1961) 56 Cal.2d 355, 

378-382. Greyhound factors include the purpose of the information sought, the effect disclosure 

would have on the parties, the nature of the objections, and the court’s ability to make an 

alternative order granting partial disclosure.  Of course, as the Supreme Court has held more 

recently in Williams v. Superior Court (2017) 3 Cal.5th 531, 551, “to require a party to supply 

proof of any claims or defenses as a condition of discovery in support of those claims or 

defenses is to place the cart before the horse.”    

Plaintiff asserts that she was in practice working as an “Analyst,” and being highlighted 

by the firm for her excellent work, while all the while she was being misclassified, underpaid, 

and discriminated against because of her sex and race.  She further alleges that “Defendants 

were regularly engaged in schemes to violate the securities laws and that they fired Plaintiff for 
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failing to play ball.” The issue in this motion is not whether these claims are true, but whether 

Yale has any information relevant to them.  Specifically, Plaintiff asserts that Yale has 

information concerning the communications and material provided by Kingsford to Yale, which 

they alleged were part of the allegedly fraudulent schemes.  Thus, there is at least some basis 

to believe that Yale has discoverable information.  It would not appear to be critical, however, 

because the issue why Lee was fired, not the underlying nature of the alleged fraud. 

The next step is to balance the “burden, expense, or intrusiveness” of the discovery.  

Putting aside whether Yale would object, which we do not know at this point, we must consider 

whether this would burden Kingsford.  To be sure, the prospect of being dragged into 

Kingsford’s litigation by virtue of a deposition is not attractive to a client, and plainly could cause 

great harm to Kingsford’s relationship with Yale.  It also would damage the relationship with 

other clients, once they get the word that they are next in line. 

Of course, Kingsford would also be in possession of all of these materials, and Lee, if 

she were present at the meetings in question, also would have knowledge of the 

communications.  Thus, the information could be obtained from discovery of Kingsford. 

Ordinarily, however, a party may not avoid responding to discovery merely by pointing out that 

someone else also has the information.   Of course, if Kingsford’s version of the 

communications differs from Lee’s version, then Yale’s testimony would become relevant in 

order to resolve the dispute.  In the case of non-parties, however, the considerations are 

somewhat different, because a non-party has a greater interest in not being dragged into the 

dispute.  Moreover, under the Greyhound factors, the Court should consider orders that limit 

discovery, rather than denying it completely.  

As to the private nature of the business information that might be disclosed in such a 

deposition, the parties under such circumstances ordinarily agree to, and the Court enters, a 

stipulated protective order that expressly addresses how to handle sensitive information 

obtained in discovery from third parties.  The purpose of such a stipulated order is to avoid 

having a dispute about sensitive information in the context of each deposition.  (City & County of 

San Francisco v. Uber Technols., Inc. (2019) 36 Cal.App.5th 66, 83-84.)  Finalizing such an 

agreement and order is sufficient to protect those interests. 

In the Court’s view, the burden of the proposed discovery, particularly to Kingsford’s 

business relationships with its clients, clearly outweighs the likelihood that the information 

sought will lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.  Accordingly, the Court grants the 

motion to quash in part and issues a protective order, with the limitations that Lee may take 

Yale’s deposition if and when it shows to the satisfaction of the Court that (1) the information it 

seeks from Yale is not in the possession of defendants, or (2) there is a dispute between plaintiff 

and defendants about material elements of the communications between Yale and Defendants 

concerning matters relevant to the action; and (3) that the parties have entered into a protective 

order to product sensitive business information, or that Defendants have unreasonably refused 

to enter into such an agreement. 
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Plaintiff’s opposition to the motion to quash is substantially justified.  Accordingly, 

Defendants’ request for sanctions is denied. 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00816 
CASE NAME: LEE VS WILKINS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR LEAVE TO AMEND COMPLAINT FILED BY 
JESSICA LEE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 

Plaintiff Jessica Lee’s motion for leave to file an amended complaint is granted. Plaintiff 

shall file and serve an unredacted copy of the proposed first amended complaint (Plaintiff’s 

exhibit 1) by November 24, 2020.  

Plaintiff seeks to file a first amended complaint that makes a number of changes to the 

original complaint. The changes include: (1) removing one defendant from the complaint and 

removing one defendant from the FEHA claims; (2) reorganizing the factual allegations and 

adding new allegations; (3) clarifying that the FEHA claims exist for the entire alleged 

employment of six years and not just for the time period that Defendants claim Plaintiff was an 

employee and that Plaintiff suffered retaliation beyond the termination of her employment; and 

(4) adding a new fraud claim based on facts alleged in the promissory estoppel claim.  

There is “a policy of great liberality in permitting amendments to the complaint at any 

stage of the proceedings, up to and including trial [citations]…” (Magpali v. Farmers Group 

(1996) 48 Cal.App.4th 471, 487.) Leave to amend can be denied where there is “ ‘inexcusable 

delay and probable prejudice to the opposing party’… [Citation.]” (Ibid; see also, Kittredge 

Sports Co. v. Superior Court (1989) 213 Cal.App.3d 1045, 1048 (even assuming there is 

unreasonable delay, “it is an abuse of discretion to deny leave to amend where the opposing 

party was not misled or prejudiced by the amendment.”).) Occasionally, leave to amend can be 

denied based on delay alone, however, this usually occurs when the request to amend comes 

very close to the start of trial. (See, e.g. P&D Consultants, Inc. v. City of Carlsbad (2010) 190 

Cal.App.4th 1332, 1345 [leave to amend sought after trial readiness conference]; Huff v. 

Wilkins (2006) 138 Cal.App.4th 732, 746 [leave to amend sought three days before hearing on 

MSJ].)  

Defendants raise several points in opposition to this motion. Defendants appears to 

argue that the motion is untimely and granting leave to amend will prejudice the Defendants. As 
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Defendants point out, Plaintiff’s attorney declaration did not explain when the facts supporting 

any new factual allegations were discovered nor did the attorney declaration explain why this 

request was not sought earlier. (See, California Rules of Court, Rule 3.1324(b).) Plaintiff’s 

attorney declaration also failed to explain the effects of the amendments and why the 

amendments were necessary and proper.  The memorandum in support of this motion, 

however, does address these points. Although not in perfect compliance with the Rules of Court, 

the required information has been provided by Plaintiff.  

 Given Plaintiff’s attorney’s failure to address when the new factual allegations were 

discovered and why this motion was not sought earlier, the Court finds that Plaintiff delayed in 

bringing this motion.  

Defendants argue that they will be prejudiced, however, Defendants have not argued nor 

shown any of the classic examples of prejudice, such as close proximity to trial or that the 

amendments would moot a pending motion for summary judgment. The Court notes that trial is 

scheduled for March 2021 and there are currently no pending motions for summary judgment or 

adjudication.  

Defendants’ prejudice argument focuses on claims that Plaintiff is using documents 

obtained through mediation and/or documents not produced in discovery.  

Defendants’ attorney states generally that documents related to Defendants’ confidential 

financial information were made available to Plaintiff in a “Lee Workstation” as part of a 

mediation process, but were never produced in discovery. (Williams decl. ¶8.) Defendants’ 

Appendix makes some references to allegations being based on confidential documents, but 

there are no specific examples that show a particular factual allegations could only have been 

obtained during the mediation process.  

In addition, it does not appear that the Lee Workstation documents are covered by the 

mediation confidentiality rules as they may be otherwise admissible or produced during 

discovery. The mediation confidentiality rules apply to “evidence of anything said or any 

admission made for the purpose of, in the course of, or pursuant to, a mediation or a mediation 

consultation…” (Evid. Code §1119(a).) Similarly, Evidence Code section 1120 makes it clear 

that “[e]vidence otherwise admissible or subject to discovery outside of a mediation” does not 

become inadmissible because it was used during mediation. In Lappe v. Superior Court (2014) 

232 Cal.App.4th 774, 784-785 the court held that financial statements mandated by the Family 

Code were not covered the mediation confidentially rules if they were exchanged as part of a 

mediation. The court explained that the “ ‘[m]ediation confidentiality is to be applied where the 

writing or statement would not have existed but for a mediation communication.’ [Citations.]” 

(Ibid.) Defendants explain that the Lee Workstation included Plaintiff’s work email and the 

workstation was prepared for mediation. It appears that Plaintiff’s work emails existed before 

mediation and are unlikely to be covered by mediation confidentially. It is also possible that 

Plaintiff has independent knowledge of the alleged facts or will be able to obtain documents 

supporting these facts during the discovery process. At this stage, the Court is not convinced 
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that newly added allegations are subject to mediation confidentially. Defendants may re-raise 

the issue of confidentiality of the documents during mediation at a later stage in this case.   

Defendants also complain that the proposed amended complaint uses documents not 

produced in discovery, but again Defendants have not shown that a particular allegation could 

only have come from a document which Plaintiff has not produced in discovery. In addition, if 

Plaintiff is withholding documents during discovery there are other motions available for dealing 

that such an issue. 

The Court finds that while Plaintiff has unreasonably delayed in filing this motion, there is 

no prejudice to the Defendants.  

Defendants also argue that some of the claims are time-barred. Leave to amend can be 

denied where the proposed amendment is insufficient to state a cause of action, however, this 

rule is most appropriate “in cases in which the insufficiency of the proposed amendment is 

established by controlling precedent and where the insufficiency could not be cured by further 

appropriate amendment.” (Cal. Casualty Gen. Ins. Co. v. Superior Court (1985) 173 Cal.App.3d 

274, 280-281.) Thus, if a claim is clearly time-barred the Court will deny leave to amend. If, 

however, there is a question about timeliness of a claim, the preferred course is to allow the 

amendment and then consider a challenge to the pleadings.  

Defendants argue that the fraud claim is time-barred because Plaintiff was aware of the 

alleged fraud by November 2015 when her employment was terminated (if not earlier). 

Defendants argue that Plaintiff’s fraud claim needed to be filed no later than November 27, 

2018. Plaintiff’s original complaint was filed on November 17, 2017, but the proposed first 

amendment complaint would be filed sometime in November or December 2020. Thus, 

Defendants conclude that the fraud claim is barred by the three year statute of limitations.  

In reply, Plaintiff points out that the fraud claim is based on facts alleged in the original 

complaint and thus, the relation back doctrine applies. “An amended complaint is considered a 

new action for purposes of the statute of limitations only if the claims do not ‘relate back’ to an 

earlier timely filed complaint. Under the relation-back doctrine, an amendment relates back to 

the original complaint if the amendment (1) rests on the same general set of facts; (2) involves 

the same injury; and (3) refers to the same instrumentality. [Citations.] An amended complaint 

relates back to an earlier complaint if it is based on the same general set of facts, even if the 

plaintiff alleges a different legal theory or new cause of action. [Citations.]” (Pointe San Diego 

Residential Community, L.P. v. Procopio, Cory, Hargreaves & Savitch, LLP (2011) 195 

Cal.App.4th 265, 276-277.)  

Here, the original complaint alleged a promissory estoppel claim, which alleged that 

Kingsford promised Plaintiff she would get a multimillion dollar bonus and that Plaintiff relied on 

this promise and did not look for other employment. The new fraud claim is similar, but adds 

specific Kingsford’s employees that made this promise and adds the statements were made 

without an intention of paying Plaintiff a large bonus. It appears that the fraud claim is subject to 
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the relation back doctrine. The Court is not making a final decision on this point. Instead, the 

Court finds that the fraud claim is not clearly barred by the applicable statute of limitations and 

consequently it would be inappropriate to deny leave to amend on this ground.  

Defendants also argue that the misclassification claims are time barred, but offer no 

further analysis. In reply, Plaintiff explained that she is not bringing a direct misclassification 

claim, but rather wanted to clarify that her FEHA and retaliation claims are meant to apply to her 

entire employment with Defendants, even when they classified her as an independent 

contractor. In addition, Plaintiff notes that the facts to support this clarification of the claims were 

included in the original complaint and thus would relate back to the original complaint. Again, the 

new allegations are not clearly time-barred and thus, Plaintiff will be given leave to amend.  

Finally, Defendants argue that certain allegations are not needed in the amended 

complaint. Defendants argue that allegations that Defendants were engaged in illegal activity is 

not needed since Plaintiff needs to show her reasonable belief that Defendants were engaged in 

illegal activity to prevail on her retaliation claim. Showing actual illegal activity would certainly be 

relevant to showing whether Plaintiff’s beliefs of such illegal activity were reasonable and thus, 

allegations of illegal activity are permissible.  

Defendants also appears to object to allegations in paragraph 39 of the proposed 

amended complaint. However, those allegations are relevant to the FEHA hostile work 

environment claim.  

Defendants request for sanctions is denied.  

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00816 
CASE NAME: LEE VS WILKINS 
FURTHER CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Appearances required (by telephone). 
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 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01316 
CASE NAME: HUERTA VS WALNUT CREEK AUTO SALES 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR ENFORCE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT FILED BY 
DORA HUERTA, IGNACIO HUERTA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

 The motion competently sets forth the existence of an agreement signed by all of the 

parties, pursuant to which the Court may enter judgment pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure 

section 664.6.  It also establishes attorney fees, estimated at 5 hours, at $450 per hour, for a 

total of $2,250, plus $60 in costs, award of which is expressly provided for in the agreement.  

There is no opposition. 

The record needs to be supplemented in the following manner, however.  First, while the 

brief asserts that plaintiffs complied with the settlement by making their payment of $29,714.39, 

that fact is not set forth in counsel’s declaration.  Second, the record is unclear as to whether 

defendants complied with their duty under Paragraph 2(b) to convey title to the vehicle, and 

therefore whether that is part of the motion.  Third, the motion is for the Court to enter judgment 

pursuant to the terms of the stipulation, but counsel has not submitted a proposed judgment for 

the Court to enter.  

Counsel is directed to provide a supplemental submission no later than December 1, 

2020, and the matter is continued to December 10, 2020, 9:00 a.m. 

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01735 
CASE NAME: PRICE VS FOSS MARITIME 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON: COMPLIANCE HEARING SET BY COURT 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Hearing required.  The Court has received no filings for this hearing. 

  

 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01806 
CASE NAME: YARBOROUGH VS MARTINEZ CONVALE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR CONSOLIDATE (WITH C20-01721) FILED BY 
WINSTON YARBOROUGH SR , WINSTON YARBOROUGH JR , TONY YARBOROUGH 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Granted.  There is no opposition and the moving papers state adequate grounds.  The matters 
are consolidated for all purposes. 
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 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-00503 
CASE NAME: ABBINGTON OWNERS' VS SHAPPELL 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON: PTN FOR CRT SPRVSN OF APPT OF ARBITRATOR 
SET BY DEPARTMENT (VIA 11/05/20 EXPA ORD) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Plaintiff’s motion is denied.  The Court cannot interfere with the JAMS 

arbitrator-selection process, because plaintiff has not shown that the process has failed.  

(See, Code Civ.  Proc., § 1281.6.)  In the absence of such a showing, the Court has no 

jurisdiction to lift the previously issued stay and intervene in the selection of an arbitrator.  

(See generally, Titan/Value Equities Group, Inc. v. Superior Court (1994) 29 Cal.App.4th 482, 

486-489.  See also, MKJA, Inc. v. 123 Fit Franchising, LLC (2011) 191 Cal.App.4th 643, 661 

[“a trial court retains only a very narrow scope of jurisdiction with respect to an action that 

has been stayed pending arbitration”]; Atlas Plastering, Inc. v. Superior Court (1977) 72 

Cal.App.3d 63, 72 [modifying “the agreed method of appointing arbitrators” is in excess of 

a trial court’s jurisdiction].) 

 At the heart of plaintiff’s dissatisfaction is the refusal by JAMS to supply “a new all 

northern California strike list.”  (Swaney Dec., ¶ 17.)  However, plaintiff fails to offer legal 

authority and a reasoned analysis supporting the proposition that plaintiff’s unilateral 

dissatisfaction constitutes a failure of the agreed method of selecting an arbitrator, for purposes 

of section 1281.6. 

The parties’ arbitration agreement provides that the arbitrator shall be selected 

“in accordance with the rules of JAMS.”  (Plaintiff’s RJN, Exh. 1 [internal page 4, ¶ 3.2.5].)  

Yet plaintiff offers no argument or evidence suggesting that JAMS has not followed its own rules 

concerning the selection of an arbitrator.  In particular, plaintiff has pointed to no contractual 

language or JAMS rule mandating “a new all northern California strike list.” 

Plaintiff appears to be suggesting that, because the venue of the arbitration will be in 

Northern California, there is an implied requirement that any proposed arbitrator must also 

reside in Northern California.  The Court does not find the parties’ arbitration agreement 

reasonably susceptible to such an interpretation.  The agreement’s definition of a “qualified” 

arbitrator makes no reference to a Northern California requirement: 

The term “qualified” shall mean a retired judge who has experience with the laws 

governing residential real estate development and construction or an attorney who has 

actively practiced law in California for at least fifteen (15) years and who has experience 

with the laws governing residential real estate development and construction. 

(Plaintiff’s RJN, Exh. 1 [internal page 4, ¶ 3.2.5].)  

 This action remains stayed pending the outcome of the arbitration, subject to further 
court order. 
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10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-01721 
CASE NAME: YARBOROUGH VS MANORCARE 
HEARING ON SEE MOTION FILED IN CASE C18-01806 ( FILED 10-08-2020 
BY PLAINTIFFS YARBOROUGH) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
See Line 8. 

  

11.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN18-2231 
CASE NAME: ZEKA RANCH ONE VS CITY OF ANTIOCH 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR ATTORNEY FEES FILED BY SAVE MOUNT 
DIABLO 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Save Mount Diablo sponsored an initiative concerning the Sand Creek focus area, called 

the Let Antioch Voters Decide initiative.  The Antioch City Council adopted the initiative, 

pursuant to the terms of Elections Code 9215.  Zeka sued the City, claiming that the initiative 

could not be adopted by the City Council, but could only be placed before the voters, because it 

was inconsistent with a prior initiative, the Richland initiative, that had been adopted by the City 

Council shortly before.  (See Elections Code, § 9217.)  Save Mount Diablo intervened, 

defending the City Council’s adoption of the initiative.  Ultimately, this Court agreed with Zeka 

and ordered that the LAVD initiative be submitted to the voters at the November, 2020 election.  

Save Mount Diablo appealed. 

Zeka Ranch, a respondent in the appeal, however, threw a wrinkle into the situation.  On 

August 14, 2020, it filed a petition for a writ of supersedeas, asking the Court of Appeal to order 

that the LAVD initiative not be placed on the ballot.  Zeka reasoned that the trial court’s writ of 

mandate was automatically stayed by the appeal.  It also argued that the election would create a 

“procedural morass.”  In Zeka’s view, if the LAVD were rejected, but the Court of Appeal 

reversed the trial court and upheld the City Council’s adoption of the initiative, it would be 

validating the adoption of a law subsequently rejected by the voters, creating a question as to 

the validity of the ordinance.  On August 17, 2020, the Court of Appeal issued an order stating 

that the City and Save Mount Diablo “shall serve and file a preliminary opposition, if any,” by 

August 24th.  Opposition was filed, and the Court of Appeal denied the petition, without 

comment, on August 27th.  Subsequently, Save Mount Diablo dismissed its appeal. 

Save Mount Diablo now seeks attorney’s fees, limited to the time spent opposing the writ 

and to the preparation of this motion.  It does not seek fees for any other part of the case. 

Code of Civil Procedure section 1021.5 provides that a court may award fees “to a 

successful party…in any action which has resulted in the enforcement of an important right 

affecting the public interest if: (a) a significant benefit, whether pecuniary or nonpecuniary, has 

been conferred on the general public or a large class of persons, (b) the necessity and financial 
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burden of private enforcement …are such as to make the award appropriate, and (c) such fees 

should not in the interest of justice be paid out of the recovery, if any.”  Under the circumstances 

of this case, the Court must determine whether Save Mount Diablo has been successful, 

whether it has obtained a significant public benefit, and whether there was a necessity of private 

enforcement. 

Is SMD a Successful Party? 

A party may be deemed prevailing for purposes of attorney’s fees where it prevails only 

partially.  A party is considered successful “for attorney’s fee purposes if they succeed on any 

significant issue in litigation which achieves some of the benefit of the parties sought.” (Maria P. 

v. Riles (1987) 43 Cal.3d 1281, 1292, quoting Hensley v. Eckerhart (198) 461 U.S. 424, 433.  

(Of course, fees may be limited to the part of the litigation in which the party prevailed.)   

Save Mount Diablo now asserts that its goal was to assure that the LAVD initiative was 

submitted to a vote of the people.  That may have been its original goal when it gathered 

signatures for the initiative, but that was not its position in the litigation.  Its position in the 

litigation was that the adoption by the City Council was valid, and it was not necessary to submit 

it to the voters.  If Save Mount Diablo was completely satisfied with submission to the voters, 

there would have been no reason to appeal the trial court decision, but Save Mount Diablo 

appealed.     

Understandably, however, while Save Mount Diablo still believed the original adoption of 

the LAVD was valid, at that point—August of 2020—it preferred having the matter go on the 

November ballot to having it removed from the ballot, risking the appeal, and having the matter 

be delayed even longer before being submitted to the voters.  Thus, submission to the voters 

may have been Save Mount Diablo’s back-up plan, but it was a significant goal, and it was 

directly threatened by Zeka’s petition.  By obtaining an order that effectively assured that the 

measure would be placed on the ballot, Save Mount Diablo was partially successful in achieving 

its goals. 

A ruling denying a writ petition without comment is not considered a ruling on the merits 

of the issue.  Nor is it “law of the case.”  It is, nonetheless, an order denying a request for relief 

of some significance—if Zeka’s petition had been granted the matter would have been removed 

from the ballot.  

While Save Mount Diablo prevailed on the writ petition, for certain types of interim or 

procedural relief, courts will wait to determine whether a party will “ultimately be the overall 

victor, and become entitled to attorney fees pursuant to the agreements, remains to be seen.” 

(DisputeSuite.com, LLC v. Scoreinc.com (2017) 2 Cal.5th 968, 977 [prevailing on interim motion 

based on forum selection clause that did not resolve dispute not sufficient to justify interim fee 

award].)  As a result, fees spent on writs taken during litigation ordinarily are not claimed until a 

final judgment.  (Lindenstadt v. Staff Builders, Inc.  (1997) 55 Cal.App.4th 882, 894, n. 9.)  Of 

course, assuring that a matter is subjected to a vote of the people is significant, and it is not 

temporary.  (See Wal-Mart Real Estate Business Trust v. City Council of San Marcos (2005) 
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132 Cal.App.4th 614, 622-623, infra.)  Moreover, with the dismissal of the appeal in this case, 

the matter is concluded.  Accordingly, the Court does not view this as a mere interim result. 

The Court of Appeal did not award fees (or even costs) for the writ.  Of course, the Court 

of Appeal has authority to determine that a fee award is appropriate and direct the trial court to 

determine the appropriate amount.  (California Trout, Inc. v. Superior Court (1990) 218 

Cal.App.3d 187, 212.) But the fact that the Court of Appeal did not make such an award does 

not preclude the trial court from awarding appellate fees.  (Hill v. Affirmed Hous. Group (2014 

226 Cal.App.4th 1192, 1199.) 

In essence, as part of litigation that Save Mount Diablo otherwise lost, Zeka opened a 

new avenue in the litigation that threatened Save Mount Diablo’s goals, as they existed at that 

time.  By defeating that threat, Save Mount Diablo succeeded in that part of the litigation.   

Has There Been a Significant Public Benefit? 

The result of the denial of the writ petition is that the matter went before the voters.  

Keeping a matter on the ballot has been found to confer a substantial public benefit, even where 

the matter ultimately was rejected by the voters. (Wal-Mart Real Estate Business Trust, supra, 

132 Cal.App.4th at 622-623.)   

There is no indication that Save Mount Diablo or anyone associated with it had any 

financial interest that would justify pursuit of any part of the litigation. 

Was there a Necessity of Private Enforcement? 

The City filed opposition to the writ petition, leading Zeka to question whether Save 

Mount Diablo’s participation was necessary.   

Given the quick turnaround directed by the Court of Appeal, there was little time to 

determine exactly what the City would do in response to the petition.  And Save Mount Diablo 

did make a least one argument that the City did not make (concerning the effect of the appeal 

on the City’s duty to comply with the trial court’s writ of mandate).   (See Wal-Mart, supra, 132 

Cal.App.4th, at 623-624.)  Accordingly, there was a necessity of private enforcement. 

Is the amount of the fee reasonable? 

Save Mount Diablo submitted a lodestar of $24,085 for the underlying action and 

$13,127.50 for the time spent on the fee application.  It requests a multiplier of 1.5 (for the work 

on the writ petition only, not for the week on the fee motion).  In reply, it has changed the 

estimate for time spent on the fee issue to $28,680.   

Save Mount Diablo submits its hours based on “daily summaries,” but the daily 

summaries are based on contemporaneous time logs.  There is no requirement that the actual 

time logs be submitted, at least where there is no genuine dispute about the time involved. 

(PLCM Group, Inc. v. Drexler (2000) 22 Cal.4th 1084, 1085, fn. 4.) The total hours appear to be 
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reasonable.  The hourly rates requested (Senior Partner $650, Associate $400), are reasonable 

for the type of work in this market. Thus the lodestar is reasonable. 

As to the multiplier, the primary premise of the multiplier analysis is that the attorney 

accepted the case on a contingent fee basis.  (Ketchum v. Moses (2001) 24 Cal.4th 1122, 

1138.)  In this instance, counsel agreed to handle the response to the petition for $10,000, 

subject to a subsequent fee application.  While $10,000 is well below the lodestar amount, the 

existence of a partial guaranteed payment does undermine the multiplier claim, at least in part.  

The Court declines to approve the multiplier. 

As to the work on the writ petition, the request for $24,085 is approved.  As to the work 

on the fee motion, Save Mount Diablo now requests $28,680, an amount exceeding the fee for 

the underlying writ petition.  While this is an unfortunate aspect of fee litigation, the briefing is 

necessary to the motion.  The court has reviewed the time summary, and finds that the time 

spent was reasonable. 

Conclusion 

The Court grants the motion, and awards $52,765. 

 

 


